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Table 1 reveals that for the "flood & tornado" category, coastal states won 68 declarations to

36 for inland states. So coastal states hold 65% of all "flood & tornado" declarations issued for

the period studied. This is not disproportionate to the share of coastal states in the entire U.S. If

tornado alone is considered in Table 1, coastal states hald 72 declarations to inland state's 40, or

64% of the total issued for tornado. Again this is not significantly higher than the share coastal

states represent. What is noteworthy  fram Table 1! is that coastal states secure 71% of all

federal disaster relief �994 constant dollar! funding for "flood and tornado" and 73% of all

federal disaster relief for "tornado" primary incidents.

Severe storm primary incident declarations have been conferred in all 10 regions. However.

Regions IH  Mid-Atlantic!, IV  Southeast! and V  Great Lakes! have each won 13 declarations

in this category, the maximum of all regions. Region IX  Southwest! collected a remarkable

$446 million in federal disaster relief for its 7 declared severe storm incidents. In contrast.

Region V Great Lakes, in Table 1-D, received next largest federal disaster relief funding in this

category with $355 million in aid. The Southeast  Region IV! follows with $240 million and

behind that is Region VI  South Central! with $173 million. What is significant is the breadth

and frequency of severe storm primary incident declarations across U.S. regions, Table 1-A

demonstrates that coastal and inland states as separate sets have comparable turndown rates on

severe storms. Coastal states have had a 36% �6 of 100 requests! turndown rate on severe

storm requests while inland states have had a 38% turndown rate �7 of 42 requests!.

Table 1 shows that coastal states have won 70% of all severe storm declarations and 84% af

all federal disaster relief expenditures for severe storm from May 1953 to May 1997. Table l-B.

covering much of the 1990s, shows that coastal states have won 69% of all severe storm

declarations  not an over-large share! but 84% of all federal disaster relief for this type of

primary incident, Clearly, for coastal states to secure $1.44 billion in relief to only $282 million

for inland states  Table 1!, reflects a decided and disproportionate relief benefit for coastal states.

When coastal storm is considered, New England Region I tops out at 5 declarations. Regions

II, HI, IV and IX each only received one in the period covered by Table 1-C, Interestingly, New

England's $46 million for 5 coastal storms is only slightly larger than Region IX's  Southwest!

$43.5 million for a single coastal storm declaration. Coastal storm declarations are not easily

won. Table 1-A reveals that 7 of 16 coastal state "coastal storm" requests hav: been turned



down: a 44% rejection rate. Two inland state "coastal storm" requests were denied and to date

none has ever been approved for an inland state.

Drought declarations have been issued for all 10 regions. Region II  Northeast! had 8,

Region III and Region VIII had 6, and Region IX had 5, according to Table 1-C. Perhaps more

illuminating is Region V  Great Lakes! with only 3 drought declarations, secured more federal

disaster relief  in 1994 constant dollars! than any other region: $103.5 million. Runner up for

drought disaster relief totals is Region VIII  Mountain!, composed entirely of inland states in

relatively arid regions of the west. That region collected $81.3 million cumulatively for its six

drought declarations  from Table 1-D!. Table 1 makes it clear that inland states hold a small

advantage in both percentage of drought declarations conferred 42%  when inland states are only

40% of all states! and 45% for federal disaster relief. However, inland states, according to Table

1-A are turn downed for drought declarations an extraordinary 47% of the time, to only 32% for

coastal states.

Unsurprisingly, regions IX and X were the only regions to secure presidential declarations for

primary incident earthquake. Region IX had 12 and Region X had 5, according to Table l-C.

What is surprising is that owing to California quakes especially, Region IX amassed about $7.4

billion in federal disaster relief for primary incident earthquake. This is the lion's share of

spending for all types of disasters in Region IX, and this helps to push Region IX federal disaster

relief to the highest for any single region: $11.3 billion as depicted in Table 1-D. Table 1-A

indicates that there has been only one turndown for earthquake primary incident.

Six regions won presidential declarations for hurricane. According to Table 1-C, Region IV

 Southeast! took the grand prize maximum of 35 declarations. Region II  Northeast! and Region

VI  South Central! each collected 17 and Region 1  New England! was issued 13. Region III

 Mid-Atlantic! won 6 and Region IX won 4. It is important to include typhoon in this discussion

because there were 37 declarations for typhoon, all in the territories of Region IX. Table 1-D

makes it obvious that by combining Region IX's hurricane relief with its typhoon relief, some

$900 million in federal disaster spending has flowed to this region for these primary incident

types. In terms of maximums, Region IV  Southeast! collected almost $4 billion in federal

disaster relief, much of this attributable to Hurricane Andrew's damage to Florida. Region 11

 Northeast! received substantial hurricane relief at $2. l billion. Note that besides New York and
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New Jersey, Region II contains Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, both of which have

suffered from recurring hurricane devastation.

Table 1-A shows that requests for hurricane primary incident declarations are not

automatically approved. Twelve of the 106 requests �2%! have been denied and all denials

have gone to governors of coastal states. Moreover, 5 of 42 typhoon requests �2%! have been

turned down.

The only thing distinctive about regional findings on "darn/levee break," "mud landslide," and

"fishing losses," is the paucity of declarations for these types of incidents, In the first instance,

darn/levee break may have been lumped into the flood category by FEMA in most instances.

Mud and landslides are often slow moving events impacting a limited area. The federal

government seems to be very reluctant to declare mud or landslides major disasters or

emergencies, This may be explained by recovery capacity of states, insurance coverage which

precludes the need for federal assistance, and coverage by other programs  federal highway

maintenance, local infrastructure operations, Small Business Administration disaster loans, etc.!,

The federal government seems to resist setting a broad precedent by extending disaster relief to

mudslides and landslides, especially if those disasters could have been prevented or mitigated

beforehand. Table 1-A shows an astounding 16 mud k landslide request turndowns for coastal

states and 2 for inland. Only one mud N landslide request has been approved in 44 years.

Fishing losses constitute another extremely controversial domain of disaster policy. Various

natural forces, like red tides or killer algae, certainly do impact the fishing industry. The

problem is whether or not fishing interests are entitled to relief under presidential declaration

authority. The general record seems to be that they, for the most part, are not. Region X

 Northwest! and Region IX  Southwest! appear to be the only gainers under fishing loss,

according to Table 1-D. It should be noted that this report focuses on coastal states and so

fishing losses are very meaningful. However, within the realm of disaster policy "fishing losses"

are seldom primary incident declarations and they do not produce substantial federal disaster

relief spending when compared with other types of disaster incidents. Table 1-A shows that

more fishing loss disaster requests are denied than are approved � of 11 or 64%!.

Fire is an important agent of disaster, however, a huge share of the nation's major fires are
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forest fires and these are managed under other agency programs  Forest Service, Bureau of Land

Management, National Park Service, etc.!. When major urban fires occur or when wiidfires burn

into suburban or urban areas, a presidential declaration of major disaster or emergency may be

issued, Region IX  Southwest!, again owing largely to California's wildland/urban interface

fires, has won 16 declarations for fire according to Table 1-C. This has produced a substantial

$452 million in federal disaster relief, Region X  Northwest! weighs in with $50 million for fire

disaster relief. Again, it is necessary to remember that these figures OMIT forest service fire

suppressions, which often draw funding from the President's Disaster Relief Fund. Table 1-A

reveals that turndown rates for fire requests are 64% or 9 of 14 for inland states, to 37% or 14 of

38 for coastal states.

Snow/Ice disasters and emergencies are obviously concentrated in regions occupying northern

climates but it is interesting to note that every region has received at least one declaration for

snow/ice. Region II  Northeast!, owing largely to New York state snow emergencies, has

received 11 declarations and $251 million in federal disaster relief. Table 1-C, however, shows

that region IV  Southeast! has 18 declarations, with Region III  Mid-Atlantic! and Region V

 Great Lakes! securing 17 declarations a piece for this type of primary incident disaster.

Region's IV, III, and V have won $216 mullion, $144 million, and $189 million respectively for

this type of disaster. New England Region I, a region whose states are all in a northern climate,

won 13 declarations and only $110 inillion in federal disaster relief for snow and ice. This may

indicate that Region I states are accustomed to the calamities caused by snow and ice.

Correspondingly, Region IV, Southeast states in more temperate climes may be caught off guard

by snow and ice storms and so require federal assistance.

If coastal and inland states are considered as separate sets, Table 1-A documents that

snow/ice requests are rejected 46% of the time �6 of 143! for coastal states and an alarming

53% of the time �3 of 43! for inland states.

It is somewhat intriguing that on the "toxic substance" and "human caused" disaster

categories, declaration approvals and federal relief have flowed predominantly, if not

overwhelmingly, to coastal states. Table 1 indicates that 5 of 7 total toxic substance declarations

have gone to coastal states, The same table shows that $47 miHion in total was allocated to those

5 coastal state declarations while only $353 thousand went to the two inland static toxi- substance
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smallest total amount of federal disaster relief of any region: $723 million. However, New

England received 5 declarations for coastal storm, far and away the most for any region.

With respect to coastal county disaster experience, if all incidents are considered, the coastal

counties of Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine generally

receive more declarations than inland counties. However, counties most frequently flooded in

the region are mostly inland, with the exception of Connecticut's three western most coastal

counties, two Massachusetts counties  see Flood Incidents Only Region I!, New Hampshire's

single coastal county and three counties of south coast Maine.

High1ights of Northeast Region I:I

Region II is anomalous in several respects. First, it consists of only two mainland states, less

than any other region. It also includes Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, which are not

states but territories, and for that matter jurisdictions some 2000 miles away from New York and

New Jersey in the eastern Caribbean.

Table 5-C-1 is probably most useful in discussing Region II highlights. New York received

40 declarations, 21 for flood, 8 for snow ice, and 5 for hurricane, for the period May 1953 to

May 1997. New Jersey, New York's neighbor and another densely populated state, has 18 total

declarations, 8 for flood, 3 for snow/ice, 2 for hurricane, 2 for drought, and 2 for severe storm, to

name a few.

Puerto Rico had 16 declarations, 8 for flood and 5 for hurricane. The island also suffered two

droughts which garnered declarations, The U.S. Virgin Islands, despite its diminutive land area,

won 11 declarations: 5 for hurricane, 3 for flood, and 3 for drought. U.S.V.I. is, as Table 2

shows, the most frequent recipient of presidential disaster declarations for drought.

Region II as a whole has 85 declarations, fewest of any region. Forty of the total are for

flood, 17 for hurricane, Il for snow/ice and 8  the most for any region! for drought. Most

remarkable for Region II is its $2.1 billion in federal disaster relief after hurricanes. The

region's flood relief is also mammoth in relative terms at $1.3 billion. This flood relief total is

four times the amount that Region I received for flood and is third highest of any region  behind

Regions III and IX!.

The Northeast Region II state incident type pie chart map shows that New York and New
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Jersey weigh in heavily on flood, snow/ice, and hurricane. The Northeast Region II county level

all incident type map shows generally that New Jersey coastal counties, New York's Long Island

and three NYS Lake Ontario counties have declaration frequencies in the 9-11 range. Coastal

disaster vulnerability is more obvious for New Jersey than it is for New York. The Northeast

Region II flood only map reenforces the claim made in the previous sentence. The New

York/New Jersey metropolitan area  outside New York City! has recurring flood vulnerability.

However, it is also obvious that NYS Catskill and Southern Tier counties, as well as New York

State's Oswego County on Lake Ontario, sustain recurring flood disasters.

In closing it is notable that Region II total federal disaster relief from May 1953 to May 1997

in 1994 constant dollars is nearly $3.8 billion, third largest of any region.

Highlights of Mid-Atlantic Region III

Mid-Atlantic Region III is composed of coastal states, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania,

and Virginia. Inland jurisdictions include West Virginia and the District of Columbia. While

eastern Pennsylvania's Delaware River is partially estuarine, most of the state, with the

exception of a single northwestern county on the shores of Lake Erie, has little coastline.

However, in all fairness, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia have only modest Atlantic coastlines

but substantial estuarine areas owing to Delaware Bay for Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay and

Potomac for Maryland and Virginia.

The Region secured a total 114 declarations for the period May 1953 to May 1997. More

than half of the declarations �7! were for flood, 17 were for snow/ice  tied for second greatest

number of snow/ice declarations with Great Lakes Region V!, and 13 were for severe storms.

Intriguingly, Region III has 6 declarations for drought  second most and tied with Mountain

Region VIII!. With about $2 billion in federal disaster relief 1994 constant dollars, a mammoth

$1.6 billion is for flood alone. In other words, 80% of region III's federal disaster relief for 44

years has been for flood. This may be even more pronounced when one considers that the third

largest category of federal disaster relief spending for Region III is for severe storm at $140

million.

Going directly to Region III Mid-Atlantic's flood incidents only map, it is apparent that few

of the region's flood disasters impact ocean, lake and estuarine counties. Instead, interior

counties along the Susquehanna in Pennsylvania and counties of interior West Virginia and





Region IV is tied with III and V for the maximum number of severe storm declarations �3!.

Region IV also holds the maximum for snow/ice declarations at 18. The region also had 1

coastal stor m and 4 drought declarations.

Recall, the only inland states of Region IV are Tennessee and Kentucky. Alabama, according

to Table 5-C-l, had 35 declarations for the interval: 10 for flood, 5 each for tornado and severe

storm, 4 for hurricane, and 9 for "flood & tornado." Neighboring Mississippi also had 35; 11 for

"flood & tornado," 10 for tornado alone, 6 for flood and 4 for hurricane. Georgia has 29

declarations, 10 for flood, 9 for tornado and 5 for "flood & tornado," and 2 for hurricane. North

Carolina weighs in with 26 declarations of which 9 were for hurricane, 5 each for flood and

severe storm and 4 for tornado. South Carolina has 7 of which 4 are for hurricane. Dispersed in

Table 5-C-1 are other primary incident types not discussed in this paragraph. What is

extraordinary is the region's flood & tornado, tornado, and flood numbers.

Florida stands as a case of its own. With 39 declarations  four other states have more!,

Florida may not seem unique. However, that state has 12 hurricane declarations  four more than

the next highest; Texas!, 13 for flood, 5 for snow/ice  ice and frigid crop damaging

temperatures!, 4 for flood & tornado, and 2 for severe storm. The state also received one for

coastal storm. This disaster vulnerability seemed to crest with the devastation of Hurricane

Andrew in 1992. Human caused disaster relief to the region is $313 million, most of that to pay

for the costs of the Mariel boat lift invasion of undocumented  Cuban! aliens in 1980.

Inland states Tennessee and Kentucky show substantial disaster legacies as well. Kentucky

had 32 declarations in the May 1953 to May 1997 interval, 20 of which were for flood, 4 for

tornado, 2 for "flood & tornado," and 3 for snow/ice to name a few. Two-thirds of Tennessee's

24 declarations are for flood �6! and it had 3 each for flood & tornado and for tornado alone.

Much can be explained for Region IV by inspecting Table 1-D. Thanks predominantly to

Andrew, the region has received a total $3.9 billion in federal disaster relief �994 constant

dollars!. Clearly other hurricanes between 1953 and 1992 add substantially to this total,

particularly Hurricane Hugo in 1989. Note as well that for "flood & tornado" no other region

collected as much money as IV: $436 million. Moreover, no other region collected as much

money as IV in the tornado category: $147 million. The region's $937 million in flood primary

incident federal relief is fourth highest behind IX, III, II, and VII respectively.
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Region V has a great many decIarations for "flood & tornado" �7! and for "tornado" �3!. The

region has 13 severe storm declarations  a maximum shared with III and IV! and unsurprisingly
17 for snow/ice � shy of Region IV's 18 maximum! The region is also drought vulnerable

owing to 3 declarations for that primary incident type.

Table I-D demonstrates that flood disaster federal relief spending is $834 million for the

period studied. While this amount is comparatively substantial, the region is about average on

this account. Region V is definitely not average in the matter of severe storm disaster spending.

It received $355 million for severe storm primary incident disasters, tops for al1 regions but IX.

The region's snow/ice federal relief at $189 million is second only to Region IV's $216 million.
Also remarkable is that Region V's 3 drought declarations produced more federal disaster relief'

spending for that purpose than any other region, about $104 million.

Table 5-C-1 reviews primary incident declaration frequencies and types for the six states of

Region V. Illinois has 34 total declarations of which 12 were for flood and 10 were for "fiood &
tornado." On top of this the state had 6 tornado only, 4 severe storm, and 2 snow/ice

declarations. Illinois is one of the inost tornado prone U.S. states, if declaration issuance is the

basis of evidence. Indiana has 23 declarations, 12 of which were for flood. The Hoosier state

has 4 for snow/ice, 3 for tornado, and 2 each for "fiood & tornado" and severe storm.

Minnesota has 29 declarations, of which 17 are for flood. It also has 5 declarations for "flood

& tornado" and 4 for snow/ice as well as 2 for severe storm and 1 for drought. Wisconsin has 25

declarations. Twelve of those were for flood, 5 for "tornado & flood," 4 for tornado alone, 2 for

severe storm and 1 each for drought and snow/ice. Michigan has 21 declarations. Eight were for

flood and 6 were for tornado alone. The state also secured one each for flood & tornado,

drought, and severe storm.

Ohio has 29 declarations and 15 were for flood. Four each were for "flood & tornado" and

tornado alone, suggesting that Ohio too is tornado prone. Ohio also has 2 each for snow/ice and

severe storm.

ArcView maps of Region V, again covering the interval 12/64 to 8/94, reflect the region's

flood, flood & tornado, and tornado disaster propensity. Significant wedges for snow/ice

declarations are apparent in each of the six states' pie charts. Total incidents by county is



difficult to interpret. Obviously the extreme northwestern counties of Minnesota stand out for

Red River flood recurrence, as do a few Mississippi River counties of western Illinois. More

readable is the flood only county declaration map. Mississippi River basin counties, and many

lake bordering counties of Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan and Ohio stand out as frequent

recipients of presidential declarations for flood disaster. Also notable are flood prone counties of

Illinois River central Illinois and Ohio River southeast Ohio.

Highlights of Region VI South Central

Region VI encompasses the coastal states of Texas and Louisiana as well as the inland states

of Arkansas, Oklahoma and New Mexico. As a whole Region VI secured 196 total declarations

for the period May 1953 to May 1997. Remember declarations are for major disaster or

emergency. This total is the second largest, behind Southeast Region IV. Exactly half of the

region's declarations have been for flood.

It is remarkable that this region has had 98 primary incident flood declarations in 44 years,

more than any other region. Region VI. is third highest in "flood & tornado" declarations �4!

and second highest of all regions in tornado  alone! declarations �3!, Region VI has had 3

drought declarations and 3 fire declarations. No less remarkable is its 17 declarations for

hurricane and 10 for severe storm. The region even sustained 5 snow/ice declarations.

If federal disaster relief is the bottom line, Region VI  like II and IV! has received more

money for hurricane relief  $815 million! than for flood relief  $684 million!. Region VI also

scores high on flood & tornado relief  $246 million!, tornado relief  $134 million ranking it

number two among all regions!, and severe storm  $173 million!. Region VI's $2.2 billion total

for federal disaster relief places it fourth behind Regions IX  $11 billion!, IV  $6 billion!, and II

 $3.8 billion!.

Region VI, South Central, GIS ArcView maps make it obvious that the coastal states of Texas

and Louisiana have won 55 and 33 declarations for all incident types  between 12/64 and 8/94!,

and that flood and flood & tornado stand out as huge wedges of each state's regional declaration

proportion pie chart, Table 5-C-1 covers May 1953 to May l997 and shows Texas with 64

declarations, second only to California �5!. The table also indicates that for primary incident

flood, Texas won 30 declarations and Louisiana 20. By contrast Arkansas won, according to

Table 5-I-1, 15 flood declarations. Oklahoma won 19 and New Mexico 14. Texas, with 12
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declarations for tornado alone and another 7 for flood & tornado, is arguably the nation's most

often tornado disaster declared state.

Table 5-C-1 documents that Texas had 8 declarations for hurricane, 1 for drought, 1 for fire, 2

for snow/ice and 3 for severe storin. Louisiana has 41 declarations of which 20 were for flood, 9

for hurricane, and 3 each for flood & tornado, tornado alone, and severe storm. The state also

had 2 snow/ice declarations, Louisiana declaration and federal relief totals are well above

average, especially for a state of such relatively moderate size.

Region VI's inland states also reflect some disaster distinctions. Oklahoma, according to

Table 5-I-1, had 40 declarations. This is tnore than any other inland state in the U.S. The inland

state with the second largest declaration total is neighboring Arkansas with 36 declarations,

Oklahoma had 19 flood declarations, 8 for tornado alone, 7 for flood & tornado, and 2 each

for fire, severe storm and human caused  one of which was for the Oklahoma City Murrah Office

Building terror bombing!. Arkansas has 15 declarations for flood, 10 for tornado, 7 for flood &

tornado, 2 for severe storm, and one for drought as well as one for snow/ice. These two inland

states manifest serious disaster histories. New Mexico, a big area state with relative low

population compared to other Region IV states, has 15 declarations of which 14 are for flood and

1 is for drought.

The two ArcView county level maps for Region VI demonstrate that eastern and Gulf Coast

areas of Texas and Louisiana have pronounced incident recurrence. However, a near equal

number of Oklahoma and Arkansas counties reflect the same finding. The flood only map for

Region VI is more illuminating. Clearly the major river bordering counties of Oklahoma,

Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas suffering recurring flood disaster. Coastal and near-coastal

counties of Texas and Louisiana indisputably stand out when it comes to flood disaster

decl aration frequency.

Region VI stands out for riverine flood vulnerability, tornado disaster, and hurricane. East

Texas and Louisiana project extraordinary disaster frequency, but then so too do the inland states

of Oklahoma and Arkansas.





Region VIII had 7 snow/ice and 7 severe storm declarations, as well as 4 "flood and tornado,"

and 3 tornado alone declarations. The region's 6 drought declarations stand out, and Table 1-D

shows that only Region V received more money for drought than did Region VIII.

The combination of low population density, expansive land area, relatively less development

than other regions, and accommodation with the natural forces of the region, may explain why

VIII has such low declaration and relief spending numbers. The growth and development of

Colorado may signal a change in the region. Though it has only 12 declarations, 9 of which are

for fiood, Colorado has received, in Table 5-I, about $145 million for the 44 year interval. More

remarkable yet is North Dakota, a state with 25 declarations and $232 million in federal disaster

relief. Neighboring South Dakota has 19 declarations and $268 million in relief. The most

telling findings about these two states are apparent in the ArcView Region VIII flood incident

only map. Three river systems in North Dakota flood so frequently that the state looks like the

Grand Central Station of recurring county flood disaster. Every single county on North Dakota's

eastern border, each on the Red River, has won flood declarations 9 to 11 times in the 30 year

interval covered by the map. South Dakota suffers flood disasters too, but not apparently more

so than fellow region states like Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Colorado.

Highlights of Southwest Region IX
Like the final act of a good play, Region IX stands out in crescendo fashion. With 158 total

declarations for 44 years  see Table l-C!, IX is only fourth among the regions in total

declarations. What stands out in Region IX is variety and relief costs. Region IX is California,

Arizona, Nevada, Hawaii, as well as the Pacific Trust territories,

Table 1-D deinonstrates that Region IX, at $11.3 billion, collected more federal disaster relief

�994 constant dollars! than did any other region. The next highest region in relief costs is IV

with $6.2 billion, It is no surprise that Northridge earthquake spending  which continues to this

day and which will go on for many years! skews the numbers upward. Table 5-C shows that
with 65 declarations, including Northridge, California collected $10 billion in federal disaster

relief. This is about a third of all federal disaster relief �994 constant dollars!, and well more

than the next highest federal relief state, Florida, which was at $2.7 billion.

The Northridge quake occurred in January 1995. The data used in this study cut-off at June

1997. Consequently, only 2 I/2 years of Northridge federal disaster relief has been expended
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thus far, an estimated $4 billion. Much more than this amount is obligated for future rebuilding

but yet unspent, Table 7 shows that from January 1990 to May 1997, California collected about

$6,7 billion in federal relief �994 constant dollars!. The point is that even if Northridge is

removed as an extremely costly outlier event, California still comes in with more federal disaster

relief than any other state by far. Table 5-C, again skewed by Northridge, shows that the average

California presidential declaration is for $154 million per declaration. Iri contrast, Puerto Rico is

at an average $101 million for its 16 declarations and behind PR is Virgin Islands with $83

million per for 11 declarations and Florida with $68 million per for 39 declarations  it is also

skewed by Hurricane Andrew!.

Region IX had 66 fiood declarations of which 33 were for California, tops for any state or

territory, Table 1-D reveals that the region received about $1.8 billion for federal flood relief.

the most for any region. The ArcView map of Southwest Region IX Flood Incidents Only

demonstrates both California's and Arizona's flood propensity counties. Remember, the maps

cover only a 30 year interval thus inferring that some counties receive presidential disaster

declarations for flood about every three years or more!

The inland IX states of Arizona and Nevada are unremarkable in disaster history. Both are

largely arid states, but both have been flood vulnerable. Arizona had 14 declarations in 44 years.

12 of which were for flood. Nevada had 13 declarations, 10 of which were for flood. Arizona

also has one declaration for drought and one for severe storm. Nevada has one for drought, one

for severe storm and one for earthquake.

Before returning to a review of California, a few more extremes need to be reviewed, Hawaii

has 19 declarations for the 44 year interval, only 7 of which were for flood. The state earned 3

for earthquake  only California has more with 8!, 2 for volcano  Washington state and Idaho

have the only other declarations for volcano, both stemming from the 1980 Mt. St. Helens'

eruption!, 2 for typhoon, 1 for hurricane, and 2 for severe storm. This island state is quite

disaster vulnerable.

The Pacific trust territories have their own disaster stories, little known to many. Region IX

has an astounding 37 declarations for typhoon in the 44 year interval. Two, as mentioned were

for Hawaii, but the remainder all are for Pacific trust territories or -ffiliated commonwealths.



American Somoa has 7 declarations, 3 for hurricane, 2 for typhoon, 1 for drought and one for

flood. Micronesia also has 7 declarations of which 6 are for typhoon and 1 for drought. Guam

also has 7 and all are for primary incident typhoon disasters. The Marshall Islands have 6 of

which 3 are for typhoon, 1 for flood, 1 for fire and 1 in the "other" category. The Northern

Marianas Islands have 8 declarations. Seven are for typhoon and 1 is for flood, The Republic of

Palau has 1 for typhoon, FEMA has an undifferentiated trust territory designation incorporating

Pacific entities and used in the early years. The TT group, according to Table 5-C-1 has 11 with

9 of them typhoons, 1 flood and 1 fire. Table 1-D reveals that for the typhoon category Region

IX, the only region with typhoon primary incidents, received $737 million in federal relief 1994

constant dollars. Typhoons and Pacific hurricanes  like Iniki in 1992! wreak havoc on Pacific

island jurisdictions. Combining typhoon relief with IX's hurricane relief produces a federal
assistance figure of over $900 million, a very substantial suin in the grand pool of about $31

billion in federal relief assistance to all regions.

Returning to California, besides floods  discussed above!, the state has a remarkable 14

declarations for major fire. Recall, this is for primary incident fire presidential declarations, not

for Forest Service fire suppressions in which FEMA has a role. Federal major fire relief costs

stand at about $452 million for the 44 year period. California's single coastal storm disaster

declaration generated about $44 million in federal relief �994 constant dollars! and this was

second only to New England Region I's $46 million  which covered 5 coastal storm

declarations!. The only presidential declaration issued for dam/levee break went to California

which received $7.5 million in federal assistance �994 constant dollars!. California is the only

state in the region to have won a declaration for fishing loss  Coho Salmon fisheries closure! and

that generated $2.1 million in federal relief. It also is the only IX state to win a declaration for

snow/ice, that producing about $15 million in federal relief, California has a dizzying array of

disasters and often expensive disasters at that.

Demographics explain some but not all of California's circumstances. California has over 29

million people �990 Census � See Table 8! and is the third largest state in land area. About 1 in

every 9 Americans lives in California. Many areas of the state are mountainous and only lightly

habitable. Besides being one of America's inost seismically active states, California has

experienced colossal development often in high hazard zones. The concentration of Californians
living near the coast is epically huge. However, it might also be added that California's long
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experience with such an array of disasters has made it expert in assessing damage and in

formulating requests for declarations With 52 congressional districts and 54 elec'oral votes in

presidential elections, the state also has arguably more political clout than any other state. This

may be one reason why the state asks for and receives presidential declarations so often. That is

not to say the state is never turned down. Table 5-C-2 shows 28 turndowns, ranking it fourth

most turned down state in the U.S. Nevertheless, California is a unique disaster prone state

along almost every scale.

Highlights of Northwest Region X

Ironically Northwest Region X has only four states, but owing to Alaska and the expanses of

the northwest, it is the largest region in land area. Alaska, Oregon, and Washington State are the

region's coastal states. Idaho is the region's sole inland state.

Region X has 91 declarations in Table 1-C, 52 of which are for flood. Ninety-one puts it in

the middle of the ten regions. Noteworthy is the region's severe storm total of 12, its fire total of

6 and its earthquake total of 5. Not to be overlooked are two declarations for volcano, both

stemming from the 1980 eruption of Mt, St. Helens,

Table 1-D discloses that about half of the region's total federal disaster relief �994 constant

dollars!  $1.2 billion! went to flood primary incident declarations  $679 million!. Also, $285

million in earthquake relief is not in a league with Region IX, but X is the only other region to

secure federal assistance for earthquake relief besides IX.

Table 5-C reveals that Washington State secured 35 declarations and some $433 million in

1994 constant dollar federal relief. In contrast, Alaska, with 20 declarations, received $450

million in federal disaster relief as tabulated. Alaska has 550,000 people, while Washington

State has about 4.9 million inhabitants. Alaska is vulnerable to devastating floods with the start

of each spring thaw. Before it achieved statehood, it won a series of declarations under a

"hardship" category � "Other" in 5-C-1! which add to its federal relief totals substantially. The

state has also had declarations for flood �!, earthquake �!, fire �!, snow/ice �! and severe

storm �!. Alaska's isolation and climate make it extremely expensive to conduct disaster

recovery operations there. Huge quantities of aid must be flown in or air dropped. The cost of

living in Alaska is substantially higher than in almost every area of the lower-48.
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Washington State won 25 declarations for flood, 4 for severe storm and single declarations

for drought, earthquake, fishing loss, major urban fire, snow/ice, and volcano. Oregon won 19

declarations total with 11 for flood, 4 for severe storm, 2 for earthquake, and single declarations

for fishing loss and drought. The Region X state incident type pie chart inap reflects the

preponderance of declarations received by Washington State and the map also demonstrates high

flood frequency of all four states and disaster type variety. Both the county all types incidents

map and the flood only county ArcView map  both for Region X!, indicate that counties around

Puget Sound Washington state and the Fairbanks administrative region of Alaska have been

disaster vulnerable jurisdictions. However, coastline counties on the Pacific show no

extraordinary declaration frequency.

In contrast, the inland state of Idaho has 17 declarations of which 9 are for flood, 2 for major

fire, and 2 for severe storm. Single declarations went to drought, earthquake, snow/ice and

volcano  ashfall from Mt. St. Helens!.


